
Anonymous Debit Card Provider AlphaCard,
Launches New Website

Alphacard website offers precise information about the Anonymous Debit Card and the methods to

purchase Anonymous Visa Card

NEW YORK, USA, March 1, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AlphaCard has launched their new website

which can be accessed at the URL www.alphacard.me. The website covers a host of information

about their product- the Anonymous debit card.

The AlphaCard website provides visitors with the primary features of Anonymous Visa card. It

also ensures full transparency regarding the costs involved in purchasing the card by breaking

down the charges that are levied. The website provides statistics of the cardholders and the

number of transactions taking place through the cards issued all around the world. Moreover, it

answers some questions that are frequently asked by potential customers. 

There are images of the digital and physical card displayed on different pages of the website to

give visitors an idea of the Anonymous debit card . Visitors also have the option to purchase the

Anonymous Visa card through the website itself by opting either for economy or express

delivery. They can contact the company personnel for any further enquiries and assistance using

the email address and contact number available on the website. Lastly, the AlphaCard website

has a login portal for existing card users so that they can check their card’s details and

credentials.

Anonymous debit card, as the name suggests, allow their cardholders to carry out monetary

transactions without revealing their identity. The Anonymous debit card offered by AlphaCard

requires no ID proof and is available to customers spread across the world. The card is issued by

Visa and has an International Bank Account Number (IBAN) linked to it. Users of the card are

allowed unlimited withdrawals from ATMs. The card also allows bitcoin reloading as well as third-

party reloading at a fee rate of 1%.

A report by security researchers in the earlier half of January 2021 had revealed that a large scale

security breach had occurred in the servers of a renowned payment app. The breach had

resulted in the bank details of over 100 million cardholders being leaked and sold on the dark

web. During such times, when the risk of data breaches is increasing exponentially, there has

been a rising shift towards Anonymous bitcoin debit cards. The reports of AlphaCard stand

testimony to that with over 150,000 weekly transactions being carried out worldwide using
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anonymous debit cards.

AlphaCard is a company based on the 23rd floor of the DAMAC Smart Heights in Dubai. It offers

hassle-free payment solutions to clients through its anonymous Visa card. The facility for cashing

out bitcoins makes the product unique as it acts as a bitcoin mediator. AlphaCard was launched

with the aim of mitigating the security concerns of prepaid cardholders and providing efficient

transaction methods.
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